GOODBYE, OLD FRIEND:
TRIBUTE TO JUSTICE RUTH BADER GINSBURG

Brenda Feigen*

In the early 1970s, the National Board of the ACLU declared women’s rights its top legal and legislative priority, creating the national Women’s Rights Project in late 1971.1

Ruth Bader Ginsburg was then a law professor at Rutgers University2 and the ACLU’s pick for director. In 1970, Martin Ginsburg, her husband and a tax lawyer, spotted a curious case in a tax court advance sheet brought pro se by a single man who was taking care of his elderly mother.3 Charles Moritz had to hire outside help to assist while he was away from home as a traveling salesman.4 He wanted a $600 dependent care deduction, a credit afforded any woman, married couple, widowed or divorced man, but not to a single man who had never married.5 Ruth and Marty took the case pro bono6 and appealed to the United States Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit where, with the support of the ACLU, they won.6 Before Mr. Moritz could realize the benefit, the U.S. Government appealed to the Supreme Court, asserting that this case would cast a cloud of unconstitutionality over literally hundreds of federal statutes.7 In so

---


5. Id.

6. Moritz v. Comm’r, 469 F.2d 466, 467, 470 (10th Cir. 1972) (finding that Mr. Moritz was entitled to the deduction claimed and reversing the decision of the Tax Court).

7. Ginsburg, supra note 3, at 34.
doing. Erwin Griswold, formerly dean of Harvard Law School and now in his role as Solicitor General, attached to his petition for certiorari an exhibit listing all the other federal statutes that discriminated on the basis of sex. The Court denied certiorari.9

Meanwhile, an important case had been accepted by the Court. Sally Reed’s son had committed suicide, and as his adoptive mother, she wanted to administer his very small estate, consisting of a guitar and a few other items. She was divorced from his father, Cecil Reed, who also wanted to administer the small estate. Idaho, where they lived, had a statute that favored men over women in the administration of estates. The lower court, upholding the statute, ruled against Sally, and now she was on the way to the high Court. At the request of the ACLU’s legal director, Mel Wulf, Ruth became involved in writing its brief. While she did not argue the case, Ruth and her co-counsel successfully challenged Idaho’s automatic preference for male administrators of decedents’ estates over similarly situated females.

I was then National Legislative Vice President for the National Organization for Women (NOW), and alongside my work lobbying for the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA), Gloria Steinem and I, and a few others, were about to announce the launch of Ms. Magazine in early January 1972—but my career was soon to change direction. I received a phone call one evening that same month from Mel Wulf asking if I would be interested in directing the newly-establishing Women’s Rights Project with Professor Ruth Bader Ginsburg. He had seen me on television in a debate

---

8. Id.
11. Reed, 93 Idaho at 512.
12. Id.
13. Idaho Code § 15-314 (repealed 1972) (designating in order determinative of the relative rights “the persons who are entitled to administer the estate of one who dies intestate”).
15. Reed, 404 U.S. at 76 (“By providing dissimilar treatment for men and women who are thus similarly situated, the challenged section violates the Equal Protection Clause.” (citing Royster Guano Co. v. Virginia, 253 U.S. 412 (1920))).
16. About Ms., Ms. Magazine, https://msmagazine.com/about/ (https://perma.cc/3DS6-36SB) (last visited Feb. 11, 2021) (“Ms. was the first U.S. magazine to feature prominent American women demanding the repeal of laws that criminalized abortion[,] [and] the first to explain and advocate for the [ERA] . . . . Ms. was the first . . . to make feminist voices audible, feminist journalism tenable and a feminist worldview available to the public.”).
with the noxious Phyllis Schlafly.18 Because of her simultaneous work at Rutgers, Ruth wanted a partner. In later years, Ruth would explain her desire to direct the Women's Rights Project: “I wanted to be part of a general human rights agenda. Civil liberties are an essential part of the overall human rights concern—the equality of all people and the ability to be free.”19 Realizing that there were many women who could work on Ms., but few feminist lawyers around to do the job at the ACLU, I accepted the position in February 1972 and moved into their offices on Fifth Avenue and 20th Street.20 Ruth had insisted that we both have the title of “Director” rather than “Co-Director.”

I met Ruth on my first day at work when she appeared late in the morning. She was a soft-spoken, thoughtful woman, with large, intelligent eyes. She had entered Harvard Law School exactly ten years before I had.21 The percentage of women in her class was two percent, while that in my 1969 class had been six percent.22 We were both ready to embark on what we anticipated would be a tough journey. I had read about Ruth’s involvement with the Reed case,23 in which the Supreme Court had finally held that sex discrimination is unconstitutional.

I now made a point of re-reading that opinion. For the first time in history, a majority of the Justices agreed that women were a protected class deserving recognition under the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.24 There had to be, they said, a substantial relationship between a classification based on sex and a legitimate state interest.25 A new age was dawning for women that would mark the beginning of feminist jurisprudence in America.26

18. One of my later debates with Phyllis Schlafly was featured in the fifth episode of Mrs. America, Mrs. America: Phyllis & Fred & Brenda & Marc (FX on Hulu 2020). See infra notes 32–35 and accompanying text.
20. ACLU, Women of the ACLU, supra note 17.
24. Id. at 75 (“In such situations, § 15-314 provides that different treatment be accorded to the applicants on the basis of sex; it thus establishes a classification subject to strict scrutiny under the Equal Protection Clause.”).
25. Id. at 76 (“A classification ‘must be reasonable, not arbitrary, and must rest upon some ground of difference having a fair and substantial relation to the object of the legislation, so that all persons similarly circumstanced shall be treated alike.’” (quoting Royster Guano Co. v. Virginia, 253 U.S. 412, 415 (1920))).
To start, we issued a press release announcing the official formation of the Women’s Rights Project, and we alerted ACLU affiliates around the country that we were there to help. We focused on cases that were on their way up to the Supreme Court and encouraged affiliates to tell us about any sex discrimination lawsuits they were contemplating bringing. Ruth was very cautious, wanting to avoid making any bad law.

Every day at about 11:00 AM, Ruth would call me at the office and I would greet her with: “Hi Ruth, how are you?” or “What’s new?” My questions would be met with: “Have you read the advance sheets yet?” or “Brenda, there’s such an interesting case the Court just accepted!” Ruth, as far as I could tell, talked, thought, and probably even dreamed about the law any time she wasn’t spending with her husband or children. She wasted few, if any, moments on little pleasantries.

As the project was getting started, the ACLU’s national office moved up to Madison Avenue and 40th Street. Our announcement attracted law students and others who wanted to help. Our suite was across the hall from the rest of the office that was heavily staffed with men. The day we moved in, I posted a bright yellow “WOMEN WORKING” sign on the door leading into our offices. Ruth thought that was terrific.

Not long after we launched into our work, Ruth and I traveled to Boulder, Colorado, for the ACLU National Lawyers Conference. After we gave the Women’s Rights Project presentation and explained our strategy, Ruth agreed with my idea of going riding in the desert. I was impressed with her horseback riding skill. This is a woman who knows how to work—and play—hard, I realized happily. The desert was beautiful, and it was a terrific afternoon.

Back in the office, Ruth and I agreed on the importance of the ERA, which by March 1972 had been passed by both houses of Congress and sent to the states for ratification.²⁷ I had been involved with it since 1970, when I organized the pro-ERA testimony at the request of Senator Birch Bayh (D-Ind.) who was Chair of the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Amendments.²⁸ I had then testified (along with Gloria Steinem, whose


²⁸. See Scott Bomboy, A Little-Known Senate Subcommittee that Holds Great Constitutional Power, Nat’l Const. Ctr. (Mar. 10, 2017), https://constitutioncenter.org/blog/a-little-known-senate-subcommittee-that-holds-great-constitutional-power [https://perma.cc/2JMY-LRQL] (“Senator Birch Bayh served as the subcommittee’s chair for nearly two decades and he drove the process that resulted in [two constitutional amendments]. A third effort championed by Senator Bayh, the Equal Rights Amendment, was approved by the House and Senate, but it fell three states short of . . . ratification.”).
testimony I had written) on behalf of NOW.\textsuperscript{29} In fact, during the congressional hearings, we were implored by Senator Sam Ervin to allow an amendment to the ERA that would have exempted women from military duty.\textsuperscript{30} We adamantly refused any special treatment, or any amendments to the ERA.\textsuperscript{31}

Congress, siding with the ERA’s proponents, had sent it out to the states for ratification. Debating the arch-enemy of women’s equality, Phyllis Schlafly,\textsuperscript{32} became a routine part of my life, always involving arguments about toilets and jails. I explained that the legislative history, recorded during the ERA hearings, would allow the government to make provisions for separate bathroom and prison facilities for women and men because of constitutional privacy mandates. One of my television debates with Phyllis Schlafly was portrayed quite accurately in Episode Five of Hulu’s \textit{Mrs. America}.\textsuperscript{33} To make her point, Schlafly had cited a case she said supported her position that, if the ERA were part of the Constitution, “housewives” would no longer receive alimony from their divorcing husbands.\textsuperscript{34} I objected immediately. There was no such case—what was the cite?\textsuperscript{35} Clearly flustered, she couldn’t give one.

“[The ERA] is the bedrock issue,” Ruth later told \textit{Newsweek Magazine} in 1979. “Without [it], ‘the Supreme Court has no gun at its head.’”\textsuperscript{36} As a result, our division of labor included my spending more time on the ERA. I appeared on numerous television shows debating, in addition to Phyllis Schlafly, Naval Admiral Hyman Rickover and Army General William Westmoreland. They adamantly did not want women to be drafted and they didn’t want them to enlist—to serve their country alongside men.

Meanwhile, the Women’s Rights Project continued to emphasize winning equal rights for women in the courts and in upcoming legislation. The first major bill came in 1972: Title IX of the Education Amendments would prohibit sex discrimination in all education programs and activities

\footnotesize{\begin{enumerate}
\item[\textsuperscript{30}] The Senate Passes the Equal Rights Amendment, U.S. Senate (Mar. 22, 1972), https://www.senate.gov/artandhistory/history/minute/Senate_passes_ERA.htm [https://perma.cc/B5EX-SYX7].
\item[\textsuperscript{31}] Id.
\item[\textsuperscript{33}] Mrs. America: Phyllis & Fred & Brenda & Marc (FX on Hulu 2020).
\item[\textsuperscript{34}] Id.
\item[\textsuperscript{35}] Id.
\item[\textsuperscript{36}] Legal Battle of the Sexes, Newsweek, Apr. 30, 1979, at 69, 70; see also Brenda Feigen, \textit{Not One of the Boys: Living Life as a Feminist} 76 (2000).
\end{enumerate}}
that received federal funds.\textsuperscript{37} From then on, the money universities spent on athletics would have to be allocated equally to women’s and men’s programs. Working alongside Olympic Gold Medal winner Donna de Varona,\textsuperscript{38} we were successful—the legislation passed. Today some professional women’s sports, notably in tennis and soccer, have garnered huge audiences they never had before.

Also in 1972, the Supreme Court agreed to review the three-judge federal district court ruling in \textit{Frontiero v. Richardson}.\textsuperscript{39} Sharron Frontiero, a married Air Force officer, was denied the housing and medical benefits for her husband that male officers in the Air Force automatically received for their wives.\textsuperscript{40} The federal statute providing such allowances explicitly set forth the different treatment: While all wives of male officers were automatically entitled to those benefits, husbands of female officers, in order to qualify, had to prove that they were more than half dependent on their wives for support.\textsuperscript{41} Sharron and her husband thought this was unfair. Of course, the underlying assumption was that women, in this case wives of male officers, were not the family breadwinners.

The government appealed from that ruling directly to the Supreme Court. We agreed we needed to file a brief, amicus curiae, on behalf of the Women’s Rights Project. Ruth was concerned that bad law would be made if we didn’t intervene. It would be a monumental job made all the more important because Sharron’s lawyer insisted that he file his own brief, with no input from us. In addition to wanting a ruling on the merits (that this was outright sex discrimination), we were asking the Court to apply the same level of scrutiny that was used to judge race discrimination. We would ask them to rule that there would have to be a \textit{compelling} state interest to maintain the discriminatory distinction. That would be a higher level of scrutiny than had been applied in the \textit{Reed} case.\textsuperscript{42} The lower court had ruled that there had to be a \textit{legitimate state interest} in maintaining a sex-based classification.\textsuperscript{43}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{38} Donna de Varona, Team USA, https://www.teamusa.org/Hall-of-Fame/Hall-of-Fame-Members/Donna-de-Varona [https://perma.cc/NDY8-CD2G] (last visited Feb. 12, 2021) (noting that Donna had broken eighteen world records as a member of the United States swimming team by the age of seventeen and won two gold medals at the 1964 Tokyo Olympic Games).
  \item \textsuperscript{39} 341 F. Supp. 201 (M.D. Ala. 1972), rev’d, 411 U.S. 677 (1973).
  \item \textsuperscript{40} Id. at 203–04.
  \item \textsuperscript{42} \textit{Frontiero}, 341 F. Supp. at 206 n.2.
  \item \textsuperscript{43} See supra note 25 and accompanying text.
\end{itemize}
Here, the government’s argument was that the statutes, allowing benefits for “dependents” of male service members, presumed such dependent status of wives solely for “administrative convenience.” Our concern was that the Supreme Court might decide that giving benefits only to wives of male officers saved the government money and was, therefore, a legitimate state interest—and that we would lose. We thought there was a compelling interest in applying the highest standard of review to the discrimination propounded in the statute at issue in *Frontiero*. We wanted the higher level of scrutiny not only because we cared about the outcome of the case on the merits, but also because this was our chance to get sex discrimination judged by the Court as a suspect classification—just as reprehensible as race discrimination. The Equal Rights Amendment that would have mandated absolute equality between the sexes had not yet been ratified.

Ruth and I started drafting our *Frontiero* brief after we outlined the arguments. Once the caption of each argument was drafted and I set forth what I could about the reasoning, Ruth would invariably rewrite and edit each section. She elaborated on the reasons that women should be treated as first-class citizens. She didn’t confine her observations to old cases and legal precedent. Instead, she inserted language from ancient opinions, revealing exactly how antiquated the government’s position was.

By quoting from some of these famous men, we showed their low regard for women in our society:

Thomas Jefferson: “Were our state a pure democracy there would still be excluded from our deliberations women . . . .”

Alexis de Tocqueville: “American women never manage the outward concerns of the family, or conduct a business, or take part in political life . . . .”

---

44. *Frontiero*, 341 F. Supp. at 207; id. at 210–11 (Johnson, J., dissenting).
45. *Frontiero* v. Richardson, 411 U.S. 677, 682 (1973) (“At the outset, appellants contend that classifications based upon sex, like classifications based upon race, to the text of the note alienage, to the text of the note and national origin, to the text of the note are inherently suspect and must therefore be subjected to close judicial scrutiny.”).
48. Id. at 12 (quoting 2 Alex de Tocqueville, Democracy in America 252 (Henry Reeve trans. 1840)).
Blackstone: “By marriage, the husband and wife are one person in law . . . . [E]ven the disabilities which the wife lies under are for the most part intended for her protection and benefit.”

Grover Cleveland: “[T]he statute books were full of proof of the chivalrous concern of male legislators for the rights of women.”

Henrik Ibsen: “It is an exclusively male society with laws made by men and with prosecutors and judges who assess female conduct from a male standpoint.”

There were more, including Gunnar Myrdal and Alfred Lord Tennyson, as well as an editorial from the New York Herald, which described women’s lowly position in society: “[Women are] doomed to subjection . . . . [I]t is the law of her nature. The women themselves would not have this law reversed.”

We ended that section of the brief with the “Declaration of Sentiments,” delivered by Elizabeth Cady Stanton in Seneca Falls, New York, in 1848. Modeled after the Declaration of Independence, Stanton wrote and declared at the 1848 Seneca Falls Women’s Rights Convention:

The history of mankind is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations on the part of man toward woman, having in direct object the establishment of an absolute tyranny over her . . . . He has endeavored in every way that he could, to destroy her confidence in her own powers, to lessen her self-respect, and to make her willing to lead a dependent and abject life.

Ruth proceeded to use the Court’s own language in Bradwell v. Illinois to show the ignorance of the Justices when they agreed with the state that, because she was a woman, Myra Bradwell had no right to practice law in Illinois. Much to my enormous personal pleasure (and my desire for revenge, still lingering from law school), Ruth cited Goesaert v. Cleary, the case challenging the Michigan law that essentially prevented women from

---

49. Id. at 13–15 (quoting 1 William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England 442, 445 (3d ed. 1768)).


51. Id. at 12 n.8 (quoting Michael Meyer, Introduction to Henrik Ibsen, A Doll’s House 9 (Michael Meyer transl. 1965)).


53. Id. at 16 (quoting 1 History of Woman Suffrage 70–75 (Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B. Anthony & Matilda Joslyn Gage eds., 1881)).

54. Id. at 35–36 (citing Bradwell v. Illinois, 83 U.S. 130, 138–39 (1875) (holding that women’s admission to the bar is not protected by the Fourteenth Amendment)).
bartending, stating that “like the classification challenged here, [it] was
difficult to construe as a measure intended to assist women ‘in the struggle
for subsistence’ or to safeguard women’s competitive position.”

She added that “[i]t was retrogressive in its day and is intolerable a
generation later. . . . Goesaert was said by the appellant,” wrote Ruth
approvingly, “to be ‘an unchivalrous desire of male bartenders to try to
monopolize the calling.”

I had personal experience with the Goesaert case. In my constitutional
law class during my second year in law school, the eminent professor, Paul
Freund, decided to make a joke of the case, approvingly. The Supreme
Court had upheld a Michigan law that barred women from working in bars
unless their husbands or fathers were present. Not being able to contain
myself any longer at the sexism I was experiencing in law school, I stood
up and took issue with his approval that women should be so hindered in
their attempt to make a living. Freund came right back at me, questioning
my support of the women plaintiffs. The entire class began laughing at me,
with him. I left that room in tears of rage but also having turned into a
radical feminist in that very classroom that day.

In the brief, Ruth then went through a history of the struggle for
women’s suffrage, citing not only Elizabeth Cady Stanton, but also Susan
B. Anthony and Sojourner Truth, all the way up to the 1963 statement
from the President’s Commission on the Status of Women and language
from the 1964 Civil Rights Act, as well as the legislative history of the Equal
Rights Amendment.

Observing Ruth’s process, I realized that, as with any other kind of
writing, the point was to capture the attention of the readers—in this situ-
aton, nine relatively old men—and persuade them that our position was
the only tenable one, using all the ammunition we had. Writing our amicus
brief with Ruth was an extraordinary experience.

After reading the defendant’s reply brief, and presumably after he’d
read our amicus brief, we received a call from Joe Levin, one of Sharron

55. Id. at 39–41 (citing Goesaert v. Cleary, 335 U.S. 464, 465–67 (1948) (upholding the
Michigan law on the basis that the classification made by the law was not without a
reasonable basis and that, because Michigan did permit women to serve as waitresses where
liquor was sold, the law was not unconstitutional)).
56. Id. at 39.
57. Id. (quoting Goesaert, 335 U.S. at 467).
58. Paul Freund taught at Harvard Law School from 1939 to 1976. Eric Pace, Paul A.
Freund, Authority on Constitution, Dies at 83, N.Y. Times (Feb. 6, 1992), https://www.ny
times.com/1992/02/06/us/paul-a-freund-authority-on-constitution-dies-at-83.html (on file
with the Columbia Law Review).
59. See supra note 55 and accompanying text.
For background on the rise of feminism, see generally Lucy Delap, Feminisms: A Global
History (2020).
Frontiero’s lawyers.61 He wanted to know if the ACLU would be interested in writing a joint reply brief. Ruth jumped at the opportunity. She had wanted the case handled properly all along, so the more control we had the better. But we could not avoid the fact that the main brief for the Frontieros was embarrassingly inferior. Ultimately, their lawyer said he was glad to have our help, but he wanted to argue the case. We knew that he would be unable to argue the case before the court like Ruth could. After some back and forth, I managed to get him to agree that Ruth would have ten of the allotted thirty minutes to present our part of the argument.

As I was collecting cites to various statutes and reporters, all in very big, heavy volumes that I would take with me to the Supreme Court, Ruth was preparing her oral argument, synthesizing both our amicus and reply briefs into a ten-minute argument.

Early on the day of the argument, Ruth, her husband Marty, and I arrived at Court. She and I were escorted to the counsel table, where I stacked up my opened books in the order of the cases Ruth would cite as precedent. Joe Levin, Sharron’s lawyer, looked nervous as he seated himself at our table.

The clerk finally called out the familiar “Oyez, oyez, oyez” and then, “the Justices of the Supreme Court.”62 I felt my heart pounding. Here I was, twenty-eight years old, standing before the nine Justices of the Supreme Court as they filed in behind the bench. Once we had settled down, our male colleague went first, unimpressively, but without doing any real damage.

When it was Ruth’s turn, she stood and slowly but clearly declared: “May it please the court.”63 She made our arguments brilliantly, pausing for effect, her voice changing to signal a different point or quote. As she spoke, without any fanfare, she gave the cite to each case, adding the year. I felt a bit silly for having put so much time and energy into collecting all the cases with cites available, but I was mesmerized by her performance.

Suddenly, Ruth was concluding her remarks and not a single Justice had asked a question. This was virtually unprecedented. I did not know if we should be worried, but looking at the faces of those nine men, I saw the same fascination in them that I felt. They seemed thrilled to see their craft performed so brilliantly.

The government lawyers tried lamely to defend the federal statute: In their opinion, there was a rational relationship between the difference in the way male and female officers were treated and the rule that had been

63. Id.
established to define dependency.\textsuperscript{64} It was, to them, legitimate. Some of the Justices’ questions seemed aimed at getting the government to come up with a better defense of the statute.

Afterwards, Marty, grinning from ear to ear, came up to Ruth and kissed her congratulations. Then he began to explain to her how to take the Shuttle back to New York. He had to stay in Washington, but she and I were more than ready to return home. Ruth looked confused, as though comprehending that task was a bit much after the day’s events. Finally, I told him that it was okay; I had flown on the Shuttle many times. He looked relieved. There had been nothing condescending or macho about Marty’s concern.

On the way home, I realized that I had been present for what was probably the best oral argument those Justices had ever heard. How could they possibly disagree with a word we’d written, or a sentence Ruth had said. It was then that I became convinced—and, shortly thereafter, told Ruth—that I was sure she’d be the next Democratic appointee to the U.S. Supreme Court. Who knew that it would take twenty years, but my prophecy did become fact.\textsuperscript{65}

On May 14, 1973, the Supreme Court issued its decision in the \textit{Frontiero} case.\textsuperscript{66} Eight of the nine Justices agreed that the Air Force was wrongly discriminating against female officers by denying benefits to their dependents on the same terms as those offered to the dependent wives of male officers.\textsuperscript{67} But only four of the Justices, a plurality led by Justice Brennan, agreed with our argument that sex should be a suspect classification.\textsuperscript{68} The extraordinary thing about Brennan’s opinion is how liberally he quoted from our brief.\textsuperscript{69} Years later, when I met his clerk, the one who had worked on the opinion, I acknowledged our gratitude. Justice Stewart, in an opinion concurring on the merits, simply stated that “sex is an invidious classification.”\textsuperscript{70} Three Justices, led by Justice Powell, took the approach that because the ERA was out to the states for ratification, the Court should not interfere in what he thought of as a legislative process.\textsuperscript{71}

\textsuperscript{64} Id.
\textsuperscript{66} Frontiero v. Richardson, 411 U.S. 677 (1973).
\textsuperscript{67} Id. at 679–691.
\textsuperscript{68} Id. at 684–88 (“With these considerations in mind, we can only conclude that classifications based upon sex, like classifications based upon race, alienage, or national origin, are inherently suspect, and must therefore be subjected to strict judicial scrutiny.”).
\textsuperscript{69} Id. at 683 nn.10–11.
\textsuperscript{70} Id. at 691.
\textsuperscript{71} Id. at 691–92 (Powell, J., concurring).
And, not surprisingly, Justice Rehnquist took the side of the government.72 The policy was fine, he thought.73 Clearly, we would still need the ERA.

In June 1973, Ruth and I received a call from the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights asking if we would be interested in drawing up a list of all the federal statutes that distinguished on the basis of sex. After FBI security checks, we set a date for a meeting in Washington in late July to hammer out the details. What was great about this, in a point missed by many, was the contribution to our new venture: Erwin Griswold’s Exhibit E in the tax case three years earlier.74 He had gone into such detail, listing all the federal laws that would have to be changed if Charles Moritz were to win the right to the $600 tax deduction.75 Ruth, now a full professor of law at Columbia Law School,76 was able to enlist her class in the preparation of our report to the Commission.

When the Supreme Court issued its ruling in Roe v. Wade77 that same year, Ruth had a complicated reaction to it. While she approved of women having choice and control over their bodies, she felt strongly that case should have been decided on equal protection grounds, as she would write years later about the same-sex marriage cases.78 Roe v. Wade was focused on the wrong argument—that restricting access to abortion violated a woman’s privacy.79 What she hoped for instead was “a protection of the right to abortion on the basis that restricting it impeded gender equality.”80 The majority opinion in Roe, written by Justice Blackmun, instead laid out a careful plan for when during a pregnancy it would be okay to terminate

72. Id. at 691 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting) (“Mr. Justice Rehnquist dissents for the reasons stated by Judge Rives in his opinion for the District Court, Frontiero v. Laird, 341 F. Supp. 201 (1972).”).
73. See Frontiero, 341 F. Supp. at 209 (“Having concluded that the statutory scheme on a whole is not one which classifies on the basis of sex[,] . . . we [conclude] that the challenged statutes are not in conflict with the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment and that they are in all respects constitutional.”).
74. Ginsburg, supra note 3, at 34.
75. Id.
77. 410 U.S. 113 (1973).
78. See infra note 140 and accompanying text.
79. Roe, 410 U.S. at 152–56 (“We, therefore, conclude that the right of personal privacy includes the abortion decision, but that this right is not unqualified and must be considered against important state interests in regulation.”).
it.\footnote{Roe, 410 U.S. at 163–66.} The trimester arrangement the Court laid out\footnote{Id.} smacked too much of legislation to her.

In that same year, 1973, I gained several new clients for our Project whose rights to reproductive control of their own bodies had been infringed. Nial Ruth Cox was a young, Black woman who was living with her mother and eight brothers and sisters in a poor North Carolina neighborhood.\footnote{Cox v. Stanton, 381 F. Supp. 349, 351 (E.D.N.C. 1974).} Nial Ruth got pregnant and was in the hospital to deliver her baby.\footnote{Id.} When she woke up, she found a bandage on her stomach. Only later, did she find out what had happened. A social worker had come to the house and told Nial Ruth’s mother that unless she signed the form being presented to her, the whole family would be thrown off welfare.\footnote{Id.} The mother, who couldn’t read or write, put her “X” in the signature space.\footnote{Id.} Nial Ruth was showing me a slip of paper that contained the words “bilateral tubal ligation.” Although she wasn’t sure what that meant, I confirmed that she had been sterilized.\footnote{Id.} She wanted to sue. We took up her case and involved our affiliate office in the South. The case was filed but when it came onto the calendar, it was thrown out.\footnote{Id. at 352–55. The case was appealed to the United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit where a three-judge review panel found that the district court incorrectly applied the statute of limitations, yet because the challenged statute had been repealed the claim was moot. See Cox v. Stanton, 529 F.2d 47, 48–49 (4th Cir. 1975).} The statute of limitations had run. Nial Ruth and another client with similar circumstances hadn’t filed in time.

Our Supreme Court litigation schedule was taking shape, as well. Ruth was excited about representing Stephen Wiesenfeld.\footnote{Weinberger v. Wiesenfeld, 420 U.S. 636 (1975).} His wife had died in childbirth, leaving him with an infant son.\footnote{Id. at 639.} Wiesenfeld was challenging the Social Security Act’s grant of survivors’ benefits to widows but not to widowers, highlighting the double-edged-sword approach that Ruth was now taking.\footnote{See id. at 639–42 (“He sought declaration that § 402(g) is unconstitutional to the extent that men and women are treated differently, an injunction restraining appellant from denying benefits under § 402(g) solely on the basis of sex, and payment of past benefits commencing in June 1972, the month of the original application.”).} Not only was the father harmed, but the mother’s earnings were also devalued by not generating equal survivors’ benefits for her spouse.\footnote{Id. at 645.} A unanimous Court agreed, concluding that since the statute’s intent was to enable a parent to remain at home to care for a child, “the
gender-based distinction of [the Act] was entirely irrational."93 Wiesenfeld was Ruth’s second Supreme Court argument.94

Several years later, the Court ruled unconstitutional an Oklahoma statute allowing young women to purchase 3.2% beer at age eighteen but required young men to wait until they were twenty-one.95 In that case a three-judge panel agreed with the state, concluding “that the classification” had a “fair and substantial relation to apparent objectives of the legislation.”96 Ruth’s amicus brief for the ACLU focused on the kinds of outdated male-female stereotypes this case represented. And Justice Brennan, writing for the Court, determined that the classification at issue was not substantially related to an important state interest.97

So now the Court had established a new, intermediate standard of scrutiny for gender-based equal protection claims,98 the heightened scrutiny that Ruth had been urging, as a fallback from the highest level we asked for in the Frontiero case.99 That intermediate standard prevailed in sex discrimination cases until Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, three years after her appointment to the Court, raised it even more.

Exactly two decades after the Frontiero case, Ruth took her seat on the Supreme Court. I spoke with her shortly afterward at the celebration of the fortieth anniversary of the first class of women to graduate from Harvard Law School. She happily told me that her three-year-old granddaughter would be celebrating her birthday the next day in the Supreme Court rotunda. And then she said that Justice O’Connor had already asked her to join in an early morning gym class. She paused and I interrupted, “But Ruth, you can’t do that. You should start your own class at 4:30 in the afternoon.” Ruth, like me, was a night owl. Early morning get-togethers just don’t work. I learned later, in the Emmy-winning, Oscar-nominated documentary, RBG, that Ruth had opted for a personal trainer, who encouraged her through weekly workouts for the rest of her life.

Three years later, in 1996, although still a junior Justice but given the assignment by her more senior colleague, Justice O’Connor, Ruth, welcoming the opportunity, wrote the majority opinion in the Virginia

93. Id. at 651.
96. Id. at 1306, 1311.
98. Id.
99. See supra note 45 and accompanying text.
Military Institute (VMI) case.\footnote{100} Now the Court would definitively establish that there would have to be an \textit{exceedingly persuasive justification} for any distinction based on sex to remain on the books.\footnote{101} VMI was a military academy that admitted only men.\footnote{102} There was another school nearby that had been established for young women who also wanted to join the military, but it was far inferior as an educational institution.\footnote{103} Ruth, relying on the theory that separate is not equal, dismissed the argument that women were offered the same opportunity as what was afforded young men.\footnote{104} VMI, she wrote, would have to integrate.\footnote{105} A few years later, it brought tears to my eyes to watch on television the first class of women to graduate.\footnote{106} It brought even more tears to witness years later their applause for Ruth during a speech that was shown in \textit{RBG}.\footnote{107} As she has said, she personally would not have wanted to attend a military academy but there are women who very much do, and they must benefit, equally with men, from the same state-sponsored school.\footnote{108}

Much of the attention Justice Ginsburg received after the VMI case came from the burning dissents she wrote. About ten years after VMI, the Supreme Court decided \textit{Gonzales v. Carhart},\footnote{109} another 5-4 case, to uphold Congress’s Partial-Birth Abortion Ban Act of 2003, which outlawed a late-term abortion procedure.\footnote{110} Justice Anthony Kennedy, who would go on to become a hero of liberals for his decisions upholding the rights of gays

\footnote{100. United States v. Virginia, 518 U.S. 515 (1996).}
\footnote{101. Id. at 523-24 (“[A] party seeking to uphold government action based on sex must establish an 'exceedingly persuasive justification' for the classification. . . . [T]he defender of the challenged action must show . . . 'the classification serves important governmental objectives and that the discriminatory means employed are substantially related to the achievement of those objectives.'” (citing Missing Univ. for Women v. Hogan, 468 U.S. 718, 724 (1982))).}
\footnote{102. Id. at 520.}
\footnote{103. See id. at 526–30, 540–58 (comparing the parallel program available at Virginia Women’s Institute for Leadership (VWIL) and finding that “[i]n myriad respects other than military training, VWIL does not qualify as VMI’s equal”).}
\footnote{104. Id.}
\footnote{105. Id. at 558 (“There is no reason to believe that the admission of women capable of all the activities required of VMI cadets would destroy the Institute rather than enhance its capacity to serve the 'more perfect Union.'”).}
\footnote{108. \textit{RBG}, supra note 107.}
\footnote{109. 550 U.S. 124 (2007).}
\footnote{110. 18 U.S.C.S. § 1531 (2003).}
and lesbians.\textsuperscript{111} wrote the majority opinion.\textsuperscript{112} In her dissent, Ginsburg wrote that the majority ruling
tolerates, indeed applauds, federal intervention to ban nation-
wide a procedure found necessary and proper in certain cases by
the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists . . . . In
candor, the Act, and the Court’s defense of it, cannot be under-
stood as anything other than an effort to chip away at a right
declared again and again by this Court—and with increasing
comprehension of its centrality to women’s lives.\textsuperscript{113}
She added that the Court
deprives women of the right to make an autonomous choice,
even at the expense of their safety. This way of thinking reflects
ancient notions about women’s place in the family and under the
Constitution—ideas that have long since been discredited.\textsuperscript{114}
I add to this conversation the obvious point that no woman would choose
this procedure unless her health were at risk!
Six years later, in 2013, came the voting rights case, \textit{Shelby County v. Holder}.\textsuperscript{115} In perhaps Ginsburg’s most famous dissent she criticized Chief
Justice John Roberts’s 5-4 ruling that struck down a key section of the
Voting Rights Act, freeing mostly Southern states from having to clear
voting changes with the federal government.\textsuperscript{116} In finding the Act
unconstitutional and ending the preclearance requirement for the
covered states and counties, Chief Justice Roberts wrote for the
majority that the “blight of racial discrimination in voting” that had
“infected the electoral process in parts of our country for nearly a
century,” and which the Act was designed to address, had been
ameliorated by 2013.\textsuperscript{117}
Justice Ginsburg disagreed completely: “The sad irony of today’s
decision lies in [the Court’s] utter failure to grasp why the [law] has
proven effective.”\textsuperscript{118} She added, “Throwing out preclearance when it has
worked and is continuing to work to stop discriminatory changes is like
throwing away your umbrella in a rainstorm because you are not getting
wet.”\textsuperscript{119} It was this dissent in the \textit{Shelby} case that established Justice Ruth

\textsuperscript{111} See generally Russell K. Robinson, Unequal Protection, 68 Stan. L. Rev. 151 (2016)
(analyzing Justice Kennedy’s treatment of equal protection claims based on sexual
orientation).

\textsuperscript{112} Gonzales, 550 U.S. at 132.

\textsuperscript{113} Id. at 170–71, 191.

\textsuperscript{114} Id. at 184–85.

\textsuperscript{115} Shelby County v. Holder, 570 U.S. 529 (2013).

\textsuperscript{116} Id. at 559–94 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting).

\textsuperscript{117} Id. at 530 (majority opinion) (citing South Carolina v. Katzenbach, 393 U.S. 301,
308 (1969)).

\textsuperscript{118} Id. at 592 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting).

\textsuperscript{119} Id. at 590.
Bader Ginsburg as a world-wide icon, leading to the “Notorious RBG” moniker that turned into a celebration of her legal career and legacy.

The next year, in 2014, the Supreme Court ruled, in *Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc.*, that certain for-profit companies cannot be required by the government to pay for specific types of contraceptives, such as methods of birth control and emergency contraception, for their employees. In her dissent, Justice Ginsburg wrote that the Court had “ventured into a minefield,” adding it would disadvantage those employees “who do not share their employer’s faith . . . . Any decision to use contraceptives made by a woman . . . will be the woman’s autonomous choice, informed by the physician she consults.” Justice Ginsburg also mentioned the cost barrier that many women face in attempting to gain access to different kinds of birth control.

“It bears note in this regard that the cost of an IUD is nearly equivalent to a month’s full-time pay for workers earning the minimum wage . . . .” Finally, in this dissent written six years before her death, Justice Ginsburg called the majority opinion in the *Hobby Lobby* case a “minefield,” giving corporations the right to exert their religion on women employees who needed birth control. In a conversation that was published in the *Minnesota Law Review*, she said: “There is a sect that believes women should be subservient to men, in particular, a woman should not work without . . . her husband’s permission. Must there be an exemption from Title VII for an employer who holds that belief?” I wonder if this will become an issue for the present Court.

In a 2020 case in which the Justices struck down the Affordable Care Act’s contraceptive mandate, Ginsburg upbraided the Court for “[leaving] women workers to fend for themselves.” This time, the Court cleared the way for the Trump Administration to expand exemptions for employers


122. 573 U.S. 682, 730–31, 736 (2014) (finding that “[t]he contraceptive mandate, as applied to closely held corporations, violates the [Religious Freedom Restoration Act]”).

123. Id. at 771–72, 760–61, 765 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting).

124. Id. at 762.

125. Id.

126. Id. at 771–72.


129. Id. at 2400 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting).
who have religious or moral objections to complying with the Affordable Care Act’s contraceptive mandate. And Ginsburg said:

Today, for the first time, the Court casts totally aside countervailing rights and interests in its zeal to secure religious rights to the nth degree . . . . This Court leaves women workers to fend for themselves, to seek contraceptive coverage from sources other than their employer’s insurer, and, absent another available source of funding, to pay for contraceptive services out of their own pockets.\(^\text{130}\)

She added that the government had acknowledged that the rules would cause thousands of women—“between 70,500 and 126,400 women”—to lose coverage.\(^\text{131}\)

The precision of her observation about the effect of the Court’s ruling on women’s access to contraception shows the extraordinary care and detail Ruth used to make her arguments. I have been indelibly influenced by that. My own days were spent further arguing for passage of the ERA and standing up to Phyllis Schlafly and her cohorts, as well as talking with new potential clients. As a result, I have been better prepared for some of the crazy attacks on the truth by the far right today, preparation I also likely gained by watching Ruth in action. While we have made enormous progress in this country, fighting for women’s rights and gender equality, we have learned to be on guard for more incursions into our rights. My work in the area of involuntary sterilization, as a director and advocate in the Women’s Rights Project, led me to a greater understanding of the nexus between women’s rights and racial injustice. For if low-income women and women of color are treated badly, so are the rest of us; the stereotype—and the actuality—of women as victims of the powers that be will continue.

* * *

My experience working as an advocate alongside Justice Ginsburg afforded me an opportunity to watch an appellate litigator at the top of her field. While I soon realized I would not spend my own life as she had hers pouring through Supreme Court opinions (and eventually writing the best of them)—that I wanted a more active life for myself and the battles I saw ahead—it’s clear that without Ruth we would not be accorded the level of scrutiny that is applied today in sex discrimination cases. The equality she achieved for women—under the Equal Protection and Due Process Clauses—is the launch pad off which all other demands we make must begin. I fully expect the present Supreme Court to honor the progress we started and continue to realize in all matters related to sex and gender discrimination.

\(^{130}\) Id.

\(^{131}\) Id. at 2401.
My personal fight has long been for women in all strata of society to gain power, as well as equality, in relation to men. Ruth was determined that the Court’s actions lead to the elimination of sex and gender stereotypes. I believe our demands must include women gaining actual equal power with men—in all professions and industries and in life, in general. One of the areas Ruth and I tackled was women in sports. In fact, I wrote the cover story for Ms. Magazine in the July 1973 issue that homed in on how differently women’s professional sports were treated, how professional tennis players like Billie Jean King were paid a pittance in comparison to their male counterparts, but then how that changed with their gaining advertising momentum that then led to much larger paychecks. The fact that Billie Jean beat Bobby Riggs in the famous 1973 tennis battle helped. The Women’s Rights Project also had a young high school client who insisted on having access to the same athletic benefits as the boys in her school. And of course, the involuntary sterilization cases had alerted me to how much damage the power imbalance has affected the most abused and disadvantaged people in our country.

I am a feminist. I use the word “feminist” to define people of whatever gender who incorporate into their priorities the elimination of discrimination based on sex, race, class, age, and ableism, as well as a desire to protect the environment and ensure the right of every American citizen to vote. These issues may not necessarily be best confronted in litigation, but they are necessary priorities for feminists and those who join the fight for justice. My injunction to anyone who feels or sees injustice: Take it on now; don’t wait for the perfect moment or for others to join you. As Representative John Lewis would say: “Get in good trouble!”

Ruth was always cordial even to people with whose views she took issue. But as I announced in a session during my 50th Harvard Law School reunion, there is no moral equivalence between, for example, what Ruth and I were asking from the Court on behalf of petitioners who wanted simple justice and the kind of remarks uttered by some of the most conservative Justices who, as I’ve noted above, often sneered at our

134. In launching many battles in recent years, I’ve worked alongside trial lawyers to address inequities and other power imbalances on behalf of pregnant and lactating dockworkers, stuntwomen (whose roles were being impersonated by men), school teachers, and Teamster women.
demand for equal rights. In *Lawrence v. Texas*,[136] for example, Justice Scalia ruled the effect of the Court’s ruling in favor of decriminalizing same-sex sex, comparing laws against it to those he approved that outlawed “bigamy, same-sex marriage, adult incest, prostitution, masturbation, adultery, fornication, bestiality, and obscenity.”[137] His prediction that same-sex marriage prohibitions would fall was on target but, to my knowledge, all the others have remained. His narrow-minded views did not prevent Ruth from maintaining a friendship with him. I doubt I would have been able to do so, just as I would not count as a friend anyone I considered to be a racist.

In the years since we worked together, I visited Ruth a number of times when I was in D.C. and was one of her guests for some very important oral arguments. During the hearing for the Defense of Marriage Act case,[138] I was sitting in the Gallery and could only barely hear when, sotto voce, she murmured that the government wanted to perpetuate the “skim milk marriages” (i.e., domestic partnerships) forced on gays and lesbians who had wanted to commit before then. Justice Kennedy’s opinion showed that she prevailed.[139]

On July 9, 2013, in answer to my query about whether she was taking a vacation, she wrote:

“Dear Brenda:

Yes, I have some holidays in store. I will be in Paris when you receive.

DOMA’s defeat is cause for celebration, but other last week decisions were unsettling. Enclosing bench announcements of my dissents.

Wishing you tranquil summer days.

Ruth”

In one of my later visits to the Court, Ruth proudly told me that she was delighted she had persuaded Justice “Tony” Kennedy to include an equal protection section in the marriage cases, so same-sex couples would be entitled to get married and be treated exactly the same way opposite sex couples do.[140]

---

137. Id. at 591, 599.
139. See id. at 746 (“This is strong evidence of a law having the purpose and effect of disapproval of a class recognized and protected by state law. . . . [DOMA imposes] a disadvantage, a separate status, and so a stigma upon all who enter into same-sex marriages . . . .”).
140. Obergefell v. Hodges, 576 U.S. 644, 672–76 (2015) (“[T]he right to marry is a fundamental right inherent in the liberty of the person, and under the Due Process and Equal Protection Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment couples of the same-sex may not be deprived of that right and that liberty.”).
After the same-sex marriage decision, Ruth sent me a copy of her words for the marriage ceremony she officiated. In her note, dated January 14, 2014, she said in part:

“Dear Brenda:

Good to hear from you.

I have now performed four same-sex marriage ceremonies. Enclosing script from the first, and a Stanford Magazine. Interviewer Liz Magill is Dean there, and a former law clerk some years back.

Love to you, Ruth”

In addition to the script from the first same-sex marriage she officiated, Ruth gave me books to which she had contributed, as well as some of her favorite opinions, including the above-mentioned from-the-bench dissents that she penned—and also a book of Marty’s favorite recipes. (Marty had become a world-class cook!)

It is amazing to have known this woman with whom I did such important work, and whose intellect I so admired. I miss her. And the people of our country will continue to miss her wisdom and her advocacy for women and equal justice for all.
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